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Map of faerun 5e

Here it is, after an unprecedented amount of work (easily much more than any of my previous fantastic cards to date) this is my new fully labeled map of Faerûn, the main continent of the fantasy world of forgotten kingdoms. A detailed map of the forgotten realms, around 1371 Dalereckoning. Please click for a (much,
much) larger version, but please don't blame me if your device crashes or, indeed, explodes in the attempt. This map reflects the status of Faerûn in about the year 1371 Dalereckoning, at the end of the 2nd edition of Dungeons and Dragons (1989-2000) and the setting and just before the launch of the 3rd edition. This
period is thirteen years after the Time of the Troubles, at a time when Luruar, the Kingdom of the Silver Marches, has just been founded in the North and the long Tethylian civil war ended with the restoration of the kingdom, and just before the dreaded return of the void shadows to Anauroch and the outbreak of war
between the elves of Evereska and the phaerimm of Esdark. I chose this period because the next period of the story, covered in the 3rd edition of Forgotten Realms products (2001-07), used significantly modified maps of Faerûn which narrowed the continent to gameplay aions but resulted in an extremely narrow
landmass. As far as possible, I brought places and traditions of the 3rd edition in these maps where it made chronological sense to do so, but in some cases, the changes (such as the exchange of two rivers in the Great Dale) made it impossible to reconcile them. The 4th edition of the set (2008-13) moved the
chronology much further into the future and destroyed much of the previous setting in a cataclysmic event known as Spellplague, of which I was not a fan. 5th edition (2014-present) has reversed many of these changes, but, so far, no new map fully representing the continent has been published revealing the state of
Faerûn in the 5th edition. What is clear from the partial maps published so far that the 5th edition has reversed not only the changes of the 4th edition, but also the 3rd edition, which means that the maps of Faerûn dating from the 1st and 2nd edition are once again useful. This map attempts to be exhaustive, and these
regions outside the heartlands of the kingdoms have had as many details added as little by little exists in canonical sources. With the Heartlands area, however, it was simply impossible to add every named hamlet, dungeon, mountain top and road to this scale and the result was something readable. Other parts of the
continent had the same problem (notably the North). I could review these areas in a future, much larger scale map. The Heartlands is the area extending from Waterdeep in the northwest to cloud peaks in the south, and from the islands of Orlumbor and Mintarn in the west to the Earthfast Mountains and The Pirates
Islands to the east, incorporating Cormyr, Sembia, the Dalelands, the Moonsea region, the Heartlands of the West and the Moor). This map is a monster, weighing 10,000 pixels wide and about 20MB in size. Some people may find that it doesn't load properly on some mobile devices. Those who use computers may find
it easier to save the entire card and load a hard drive for quick scrolling and details. The creation of the map necessitated the use of dozens of reference sources covering the 33 years of the Kingdoms in print as a campaign parameter. The most important resource was ProFantasy and Wizards of the Coast's The
Forgotten Realms Interactive Atlas (1999), the largest mapping project ever undertaken for the Forgotten Kingdoms (and probably any fantasy world, ever), using more than 800 maps to cover the entire planet of Toril in exacting details. Alas, this product is long sold out and I was very lucky to still have a copy that
worked after 21 years of service. All the errors in the pitches are quite mine. Other maps You can find the blank version of the map here, a map of the entire planet of Toril here and a map of the nations of Faerûn here. A map of the entire planet of Toril. Please click for a larger version. Note that some of the smaller
names have not been 100% verified by Ed Greenwood (Tabaxiland, Aurune, Myrmidune and Braaklosia are still in some debate). Errata While completing the map, some known errors crept into that I was aware of, but correcting them would be a huge effort. The great thing is that I used a large-scale map of Faerûn as
the base of the map, but when recording the proximity maps of the same area, some differences crept in. These were not major, but in some cases were noticeable (a small peninsula present on the large maps but not the small ones, an area listed as forest on one scale but bog on another). Uthangols are represented
as low hills on maps 1E and 2E at the beginning, but as a mountain range at the end of the 2E and in 3E maps. I left them like hills, waiting for further investigation. Some places have been named from Ed Greenwood's in-depth discussion with fans on Candlekeep and other forums. They were never named on the official
maps of the frame, but given Greenwood's contract with wizards of the Coast, they are part of the official canon of the Kingdoms. Some of my forgotten kingdoms collection houses used in the search for this article. Reference Sources Kara-Tur: The Eastern Realms (1988) by Mike Pondsmith, Jay Batista, Rick Swan,
John Nephew - Deborah Christian The Bloodstone Lands (1989) by R.A. Salvatore Old Empires (1990) by Scott Bennie The Realms Atlas (1990) de Karen Wynn Fonstad The Horde (1990) de David Cook Anauroch (1991) de Ed Greenwood Pirates of the Fallen Stars (1992) de Curtis Scott The Great Glacier (1992) de
Rick Swan The Shining The South (1993) de Tom Tom Prusa Forgotten Realms , 2nd Edition (1993) de Ed Greenwood - Jeff Grubb The Dalelands (1993) de L. Richard Baker III Elves of Evermeet (1994) par Anthony Pryor The Moonsea (1995) de John Terra Spellbound (1995) par Anthony Pryor Giantcraft ( 1995)
(1995) Ray Winninger The Vilhon Reach (1996) by Jim Butler Blood and Magic (1996) by Interplay The North: Guide to the Savage Frontier (1996) by Slade, Ed Greenwood, Jeff Grub, Julia Martin, Steven Schend, Jennell Jaquays - Steve Perrin Lands of Intrigue (1997) by Steven E. Scheing Sea's Steve Perrin Lands of
Intrigue (1997) by Steven E. Schend's Forgottens Realms Interactive Atlas (1999) by ProFantasy Software(1999) by ProFantasy Software Ltd. Baldur's Gate II: Shadows of Amn (2000) by BioWare and Interplay Forgotten Realms Campaign Setting, 3rd edition (2001) by Ed Greenwood, Sean K. Reynolds, Skip Williams -
Rob Heinsoo Silver Marches (2002) by Ed Greenwood - Jason Carl Unapproachable East (2003) by Richard Baker, Matt Forbeck - Sean K. Reynolds Underdark (2003) by Bruce R. Cordell, Gwendolyn F.M. Kestrel - Jeff Quick Serpent Kingdoms (2004) by Ed Greenwood , Eric L. Boyd - Darrin Drader Shining South
(2004) by Thomas M. Reid The Grand History of the Realms (2007) by Brian R. James - Ed Greenwood A large number of fan cards were useful in creating this map, including extensive mapping of the 3E version of the Kingdoms by Markus Tay and Handsome Rob via the Candleepke forum. My friend Michael Klarfield,
who is working on his own much more impressive map of the Kingdoms (and beyond) for the 5th edition, provided useful inspiration and feedback during development. Thank you for reading The Atlas of Ice and Fire. To help me provide better content, please consider contributing to my Patreon page and other
fundraising methods, which you will also get exclusive content before it goes live on my blogs. Hi all, I just picked up this reddit for a 5th card from faerun and I discovered that the only post about it is 5 months and only has the 4th card in it. Does anyone know if there is a Faerun map that is updated for 5th? Thanks in
advance! Page 2 25 comments Official things are still on dnd.wizards.com, especially on their Faerûn page. So there is Faerûn and in it we find the cities: Neverwinter (yes, the Neverwinter from Salvatore's Drizzt Books, Neverwinter Nights 1 - 2, the MMO and finally the MMO Neverwinter) Baldur's Gate (Yes, that of PC
games BG, BG2, BG:DA2, the novels clark and athans) Dale Icewind (which again, has one and the other PC game, and a trilogy of books). Waterdeep (from Eye of the Beholder and a novel) But not yet the map... But wait! That's it, that's it! The official map in its own article, a little hidden! Here, ready to download! Free!
But wait, where's all the information? Oh, want to know more! Is this card too small? Do you want it laminated and with more information? Run to your shop and get the Sword Coast Adventure Guide! Hold on need special cards for Storm King's Thunder? Why didn't you tell you at first? Here! The official for this module,
with a MAP inside! Missing the module? missing out on what it is? Wizards can help! Oh, really? Oh, really? Do you want me to say it? In short: ... It's a module! Yes, yes, I know, I'm bad, but I don't do spoilers! Year and day later... Apparently, Mike Schley, the artist of the Tomb of Annihilation, also provides maps for
forgotten realms in an official function (such as prints and downloads) via his own website. On this page you will surely find the Faerûn subpage, but I'm nice and link. It.
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